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ABSTRACT
Master-slave telemanipulators are a critical instrument for the operations of the hot cell and the operators
manually control the master robot in front of the hot cell with potential safety hazards. In the glovebox
operation phase, the operators manually handle hazard material with similar potential safety concerns. This
paper proposes a holistic solution with hardware and software safety intelligence allows teleoperation from
a safe control room to remotely control the operations in both hot cell and glovebox environments.
In terms of the hardware safety intelligence, the operators who wear the master whole-body control suit can
safely work in a control room by using the body gesture to intuitively teleoperate the wheeled humanoid to
manipulate the existing slave manipulator. In terms of software safety intelligence, an augmented reality
(AR) system that is based on the fastest plane extraction algorithm we recently proposed is displayed to the
operator with the potential to increase the task execution speed and reduce the task complexity for the
operators. This AR system provides cognitive augmentation to achieve intuitive and hazard-free operations
to enhance safety and efficiency. The proposed system is compatible with hot cells with different sizes and
dimensions and can be implemented without any renovation of the existing infrastructure.
INTRODUCTION
The operations of the hot cell are a vital procedure in the nuclear industry. Nowadays, the operations of the
hot cells mainly rely on the master-slave robot with a screen, where the operators stand in front of the hot
cell to control the master robot manually. This kind of system has safety concerns that the potential radiation
or contamination leaks threaten the safety of the first-line workers and the operator’s safety has always been
paramount in hot cell manipulations. For the protection of the operators, sophisticated structures of the hot
cell are designed and heavy concrete walls are built. Safety concerns also force the company to put a lot of
efforts on shielding and limiting the operation time for the crew. As technology progresses, the remote
operation system of the hot cell is highly suggested in the nuclear industry. Besides, the master robot in the
current operating system of the hot cell is controlled by the visual feedback of human. The operators still
have to see the status of the slave robot inside of the hot cell and the lead glass is most commonly used to
view the hot cell which is restricted by the limited field of view and imprecise distance estimation by human
eye, therefore, it brings a bunch of problems in manipulating the slave robot. More importantly, the
operators may still take the risk of exposing to contamination or radiation as they are working in front of
the lead glass due to possible happened misoperation and radiation leakage. The camera system in hot cell
empowers the remote control of hot cell operations. However, it still suffers from the narrow field of view
and distance ambiguity due to a single camera. Putting multiple cameras inside the hot cell is not a realistic
solution due to the limited space of the hot cell. And it is also a challenging problem to synthesize the
information of one camera view with the other.
With the aforementioned problems in mind, a solution using a master-slave teleoperation system to
substitute the first-line workers by the robot can perfect resolve the problem, as shown in Fig. 1. There are
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some of the teleoperation robotic systems, RoboSally and Johnny-T, developed in the Applied Physics
Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University [1,2]. Padir et al. also successfully handled high-consequence
materials in gloveboxes with a ready-made full-body humanoid robot system (Valkyrie, NASA Johnson
Space Center) [3]. But their applications are mainly focused on disaster response, safety inspection, and
space tasks and their physical size are not fit for hot cell control.

Fig. 1. Tele-manipulation humanoid robot system allows the operator to work remotely in a
safe and hazard-free environment.
In this paper, a master-slave teleoperation system has been designed to manipulate the hot cells, which can
greatly help to provide the first-line workers with maximum safety during hot cell manipulation and also
increase the operational reliability of the master-slave robot systems. As using this system, the structure of
hot cells does not need to change and it also has a good compatibility with the size of different hot cells.
There are three major contributions in this work:
 The teleoperation humanoid system for hot cell manipulation offers inherently safe work condition
for the hot cell operators. Our system consists of an environment-safe slave robot platform and a
whole-body master control system. The environment-safe slave robot platform integrates human
upper-body manipulation module, mobility module, and vision module and the whole-body master
control system integrates wearable human motion capture module and a visual display module. The
operator can manipulate the slave robot platform working in front of hot cells through the wearable
module and real-time visual display information. In addition, the hot cell inner view will be
acquired by an RGBD camera mounted on the slave robot arm inside the hot cell. Both the remotecontrol robot platform and camera system inside the hot cell can be disposed of as low-level
radioactive waste.
 The augmented reality assisted vision system that has the potential for the task execution
improvement and task error reduction. AR technology has revolutionized the way of many
industrial and medical workflows [4, 5], where the sophisticated and precise manual operations are
required. AR system could visualize a lot of useful information by blending digital graph and text
to real-world view. This unlocks new possibilities for the way that the operator can be assisted or
guided accurately by vision algorithm throughout the procedure [6]. It could also be used for lowcost training purpose, which will dramatically improve crews’ performance [7].
 The real-time responded system was proposed by a fast and accurate plane extraction algorithm [8]
that allows our system to estimate the robot pose and perform a precise control with a minor delay
in visual feedback. Besides, the whole system also has a potential to manipulate other devices, such
as gloveboxes, and can also realize more comprehensive application in the nuclear waste
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management process.
ARCHITECTURE OF THE MASTER-SLAVE TELEOPERATION HUMANOID SYSTEM
As shown in Fig. 2, our overarching goal of this project is to build a custom-designed master-slave
teleoperation humanoid system, which can substitute the first-line worker to manipulate hot cells. The
system consists of two parts: environment-safe slave robot platform and whole-body master control system.

Fig. 2. Overview of the master-slave teleoperation system consisting of a portable motion
capture suit to control the wheeled humanoid robot.
The environment-safe slave robot platform Mordy mainly consists of a bimanual industrial humanoid
manipulator with multi-degrees of freedom (DOF), a three-axis movable wheeled chassis and vision
acquisition system; The whole-body master control system mainly consists of a human motion capture
module (suit and gloves) and video glasses module. By wearing the whole-body master control system, the
operator can teleoperate the environment-safe slave robot platform to move freely in the working
environment, access target, and control the bimanual homogeneous manipulator based on his upper-limbs
and hands movement. In the meanwhile, the system uses an augmentation reality (AR) process method
to process the original vision information which is acquired by RGBD cameras set on both robot platform
and working environment and high accuracy LIDAR. As a control feedback, the processed image data will
be displayed on the wearable video glasses in the real time. It can help the operator real-time adjust control
strategy and movement of the slave robot platform.
Using the designed system, the operator can work safely and teleoperate the slave robot platform in a control
room which located sufficiently far away from the hazardous work environment. The slave humanoid robot
can substitute human being to work in nuclear facilities and manipulate hot-cells and gloveboxes.
For the realization of above-described system, the following design requirements have been carefully
considered: 1) The slave robot platform needs to be able to work very flexible and dexterously, its bimanual
manipulators need to have multiple DOF with high control accuracy, and the hands and fingers as the end
effector need to be very dexterously and can perform various movements well. Besides, a safe-control
strategy is necessary to avoid that the robot collides with the environment. 2) It is necessary for the operator
to control the robot simply, directly and labor-saving. The continuous operation does not make the operator
too tired, which will help to reduce the control error rate. 3) During teleoperation of the slave robot platform,
the operator's vision needs to have a strong perception of the environment. As humans move in this
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environment, our peripheral vision needs to provide a broader view than most of the cameras on the robot
system. Therefore, through the image processing and augmented reality technology can help to meet this
requirement.
Environment-Safe Slave Robot Platform
The environment-safe slave robot platform, Mordy, shown in Fig. 3. It is a 1.8 meters high upper-body
humanoid robot with 34 DOF. It mainly consists of manipulation, mobile and vision module. The
manipulation module consists of 3 major mechanical sub-assemblies: two arms and a torso. The arms
consist of a total of 7 DOF arranged in a 3 DOF shoulder, 1 DOF elbow and 3 DOF wrist. The movement
of 7 DOF redundant arms is similar to the arm movement of a human, which can provide flexibility in
accomplishing tasks. Each arm is equipped with an 8 DOF cable-driven humanoid hand consisting of a 3
DOF thumb, 2 DOF index finger and three 1 DOF other fingers. The human thumb and index fingers should
be dexterous enough to play a key role in the manipulation tasks, especially in substituting human finger to
work in the gloveboxes. Thus, in order to ensure the flexibility of manipulator movement, the thumb can
provide opposition, abduction-adduction, and flexion-extension movement, the index finger can provide
abduction-adduction and flexion-extension movement, and other three fingers can provide flexionextension movement. For a tactile sensing, an array of pressure sensors encased in a custom-made silica gel
filler between finger skeleton. There is no direct force sensing available on the humanoid hand, so the
control of fingers’ actuator is mainly position based. The torso consists of a total of 4 DOF arranged in a 2
DOF neck and 2 DOF hip, which can help the head and upper-body easily turn around. The range of motion
of each joint is shown in TABLE 1. Each DOF, even include fingers’, is implemented by a series of customdesigned high torque density actuator, which can detect torque exerted by the external environment through
current variation and realize flexible joint protection. More details of the actuators are presented in the
following article.

Fig. 3. The environment-safe slave robot platform Mordy consists of manipulation, mobility and vision
module. Among them, the manipulation module totally has 34-DOF, includes two 7-DOF arms, two 8DOF hands, 2-DOF head and 2-DOF hip joint; vision module includes an RGB-D camera and rotating
LIDAR sensor; Mobile module uses three 2-axis nonholonomic wheels and can move freely in the indoor
ground plane.
The mobility module mainly consists of a three-axis movable wheeled chassis. The angle between any two
wheels is 120 degrees. The wheels are separately actuated by a Maxon DC motor. Through the coordination
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movement of three wheels, the robot platform can move freely in the two-dimensional ground plane.
The vision module mainly consists of an RGB-D camera and high accuracy rotating LIDAR. An integrated
FPGA in the system processes the RGB-D camera data and provides registered point clouds from the
camera and LIDAR data. The integrated fully-dimmable LEDs can be used to illuminate the scene and work
as an interface to reflect the running state of the robot. In addition, the LIDAR rotation speed can be varied,
trading off denser point clouds for longer scan times. Besides, a wireless image transmission model is used
for the acquisition of the hot cell inner camera system.
TABLE 1. Range of motion of joint
Joint Name

Motion

Range (degrees)

Yaw

-120 ~ 120

Pitch

-30 ~17

Pitch

-180 ~ 60

Roll

0 ~ 150

Yaw

-120 ~ 120

Roll

-120 ~ 20

Yaw

-120 ~ 120

Pitch

-30 ~ 30

Roll

-180 ~ 180

Yaw

-45 ~ 45

Pitch

-29 ~ 17

Head

Arm-Shoulder

Arm-Elbow

Arm-Wrist

Leg-Hip
Hand-Thumb Finger

Flexion/Extension, Abduction/Adduction & Rotation

Hand-Index Finger

Flexion/Extension & Abduction/Adduction

Hand-Others Finger

Flexion-Extension

High Torque Density Actuator
As shown in Fig 4, the actuator is composed of the outer-rotor brushless motor, harmonic gearbox, magnetic
absolute position encoder, and driver-control system. Different size actuator has different output peak
torque, such as the smallest one is only about 10mm diameter with 0.5Nm output peak torque which can be
used as finger actuator; the biggest one is about 80mm diameter with 180Nm output peak torque which can
be used as a shoulder pitch joint actuator. Besides, the low-level control command is embedded in the
driver-control system and can realize basic control methods, such as position and current control. Highlevel control devices can send a command to read and write the actuators’ real-time information through a
CAN bus communication protocol.
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Fig. 4. A custom-designed high torque density actuator is composed of a custom-designed outer-rotor
brushless motor, harmonic gearbox, magnetic absolute position encoder and driver-control system. There
are different sizes and types of designed motors with different output torque. Besides, the low-level
control command is embedded in the driver-control system and can realize basic control methods, such
as position and current control. High-level control devices can send a command to read and write the
real-time information actuator through CAN bus communication protocol by connecting the output
connector.
TABLE 2 shows the performance comparison between our model (MSC-70-H50), HEBI-Robotics (X8-9,
Biorobotics Lab, Carnegie Mellon University) and Anydrive (Robotic Systems Lab, ETH Zurich).
Comparing with X8-9, the designed actuation system has better performance in output torque, respond
speed, control accuracy, and even efficiency. Comparing with Anydrive, it has smaller size and the weight
of our model is less than half weight of it.
TABLE 2. Our design electric actuator compared with HEBI X8-9 and ETH Anydrive
Property

Our Motor

HEBI Robotics

ETH

MSC-70-H50

X8-9

Anydrive

Mass (g)

450

480

1000

Size (mm)

ϕ70 × 74 (L)

110 (L) × 73(W) ×
45 (H)

Φ95 × 90 (L)

Rated Torque (NM)

14

8

15

Peak Torque (NM)

45

20

40

Rated Speed (RPM)

120

30

114

Accuracy (arcmin)

1

15

2

Power Efficiency (%)

65

35

60
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Whole-Body Master Control System
The whole-body master control system mainly consists of a human motion capture module, video glasses
module and joysticks module. Human motion capture module consists of a wearable suit and data gloves
and can acquire human motion data in the real time by using Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) nodes. Each
IMU node has 3-axis accelerometer, 3-axis magnetometer, and 3-axis gyroscope and can detect real time
attitude of user position. The video glasses module is for the visual display and we currently use a virtual
reality headset, such as the Oculus Rift. Joysticks module is for teleoperate mobile module of the slave
robot platform.

Fig. 5. By wearing the human motion capture module, the operator can control the slave robot platform
through his/her body movement in the real time. The movement of the operator, even including finger
movements, can be mirrored to the slave robot platform, and realize operator’s direct control in a humanin-the-loop way.
As shown in Fig. 5, by wearing the whole-body master control system, the operator can control the slave
robot platform through his/her body movement. The movement of the operator, even including finger
movements, can be mirrored to the slave robot platform in the real time, and realize operator’s direct control.
In the meanwhile, the video image information is processed by AR technology, and the video glasses can
receive and display the real time processed video stream to the operator. Based on that, the operator can
adjust movement and complete the operation task continuously and smoothly.
METHODOLOGY OF AUGMENTED REALITY
We proposed an augmented reality (AR) system for hot cell manipulation and preliminary results on fast
yet accurate and robust plane extraction for real-time camera pose estimation, scene reconstruction and
object segmentation.
Augmented reality of hot cell manipulation
We present an RGBD camera-based AR system which can be mounted on the slave robot arm. Our AR
system reduces the operation complexity of hot cell workflows in many aspects. For instance, as the
operator is moving objects to their target positions, AR system will label the distance and pose of the object
to assist grasping. Compare with the distance estimation from the human eye, the measurements of the
depth camera and vision algorithm are accurate and reliable. The distances can be plotted as 3D vectors
which are intuitively readable for the operator. An optimized trajectory will also be plotted for movement
guidance. If the object is occluded, the AR will project the virtual graph to help the operator to see through
the obstacles. In addition, the AR system facilitates the collaboration between operators and other people.
The experts and supervisors can monitor the operation via the shared view and annotate into it to guide the
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operators. Another critical workflow that our AR system will enable is training the operators through virtual
objects and tasks before a costly operation start. For decades, companies are spending a lot of time and
money on this, and an operation failure during the training could cause a devastating result. The cost, as
well as risk, could be significantly reduced if the training operation is conducted by AR system.
Fast plane extraction
In order to accomplish the goals aforementioned, we present a preliminary work, i.e., a fast plane extraction
approach [5], for fast and accurate camera pose estimation, which is the fundamental problem of AR. The
overview of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 6. The process in each frame consists of three phases. In the
first phase, an initial graph is constructed by dividing the point clouds into non-overlapping groups in the
image space. Then the coarse planes are extracted in the second phase. The nodes that belong to the same
plane are systematically merged by performing an agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) on the
initial graph. Two steps are working iteratively in AHC to achieve the proper planes fitting until the mean
squared error (MSE) exceeds a threshold: (1) ﬁnding the minimum plane ﬁtting MSE region and (2)
merging it with one of its neighbors which results in the minimum plane ﬁtting MSE of the merged region.
While coarse segmentations are already used in many applications, a pixel-wise region growing approach
is employed to refine artifacts in the coarse segmentation in the last phase in order to obtain better results.
The presented algorithm can reliably detect all major planes in the scene at a frame rate of more than 35Hz
for 640×480 point clouds using an ordinary laptop with Intel Core i7-2760QM CPU of 2.4GHz and RAM
of 8GB. The accuracy evaluation results on two SegComp [9] datasets, i.e., ABW and PERCEPTRON, are
shown in Fig. 7 and TABLE 3, where the image datasets are acquired using ABW structured light scanner
and a Perceptron laser rangefinder. The ground truth of each database is given by an average number of
connected instances.

Fig. 6. Algorithm overview. (a) shows node (black dot) and edge (line) in the initialized graph, where
red ‘x’, black ‘o’, and red dot showing node rejected by depth discontinuity, missing data, and too large
plane fitting MSE, respectively. (b) and (c) show AHC process where graph nodes merged at least once.
Black lines in (c) show all edges coming out from the node A. The node B that gives the minimum plane
fitting MSE when merging the node A is marked by a thick line. (d) shows the extracted coarse planes
using colored regions, which are finally refined in (e) if required by the application.

Fig. 7. 3D planes segmentation results on two SegComp dataset
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TABLE 3. Accuracy evaluation on SegComp datasets
Property

ABW

PERCEPTRON

Regions in ground truth

15.2

14.6

Correctly detected

12.8 (84.2%)

8.9 (60.9)

Orientation deviation (°)

1.7

2.4

Under-segmented

0.0

0.2

Over-segmented

0.1

0.2

Noise (non-existent)

0.7

2.1

Missed (not detected)

2.4

5.1

Plane-based pose estimation
With the prior knowledge of the hot cell environment, i.e., the 3D model of the inner static scene of the hot
cell, we can estimate the camera pose as well as objects’ pose using plane-to-plane registration. The plane
measurement of static model and camera current observation can be represented by plane parameters
,
and ′
′ , ′
be the m-th corresponding pair
and ′, respectively. Let
of 3D planes, where the vector
and
denote the unit normal vector and the distance to the origin of
the camera coordinate system, respectively. The rigid body transformation, i.e., rotation and translation
R, can be computed by:
arcmin

‖ ′

‖

(Eq. 1)

(Eq. 2)
, ,…
and
′ ,
′ , … . Thus, the absolute pose of
where matrix
camera is determined in the pre-defined coordinate system of the 3D model of the hot cell. This bridges the
digital world to the real world and enables the AR system to project any virtual object to the view.
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed master-slave teleoperated humanoid robot system can be disposed of as low-level radioactive
waste for remote hot cell manipulation. This system creates a risk-free environment for the first-line worker
and assists the operator by using an AR system. We also demonstrated that the fast plane extraction
algorithm and AR system is capable of real-time camera pose estimation and object segmentation. The
minor delay of the visual feedback allows our system to perform the real-time control. The proposed system
can be implemented for any hot cell equipment by simply mounting an RGBD camera on the slave robot
inside the hot cell. It significantly increases the safety and control performance in the hot cell manipulation
scenario. In the future, the whole system also has the potential to manipulate other devices, such as
gloveboxes and can also realize more comprehensive application in the treatment of nuclear waste
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management.
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